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Professional Refactoring in Visual Basic (Programmer to Programmer)Wrox Press, 2008
Professional Refactoring in Visual Basic    

    In this one-of-a-kind book, Microsoft MVP Danijel Arsenovski shows you how to utilize the power of refactoring to improve the design of your existing code and become more efficient and productive. He provides you with a hands-on approach so you'll quickly learn how to...
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Advanced Lectures on Software Engineering: LASER Summer School 2007/2008Springer, 2010

	Software defects lead to enormous costs for the software industry and society as a whole. While testing is useful to find bugs, it is insufficient to show the absence of certain kinds of errors or that a program satisfies its specification. Such high levels of software quality can be achieved by software verification, that is, by proving the...
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Adopting Elixir: From Concept to ProductionPragmatic Bookshelf, 2018

	
		Adoption is more than programming. Elixir is an exciting new language, but to successfully get your application from start to finish, you're going to need to know more than just the language. The case studies and strategies in this book will get you there. Learn the best practices for the whole life of your application, from...
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ASP.NET MVC 4 in ActionManning Publications, 2012

	
	
		The ASP.NET MVC framework has come a long way over the last few years.
	


	
		It was originally the vision of Scott Guthrie in early 2007, and with a subsequent
	
		prototype demonstration in late 2007 and the hire of Phil Haack as a Senior Program
	
		Manager, this vision became a reality. Several public previews...
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Introducing Autodesk Inventor 2009 and Autodesk Inventor LT 2009Sybex, 2008
Create The Complete Digital Prototype
Finally, there is a top-notch, beginner-level book on Autodesk's Inventor 3D mechanical design software that helps you quickly master the essentials and start designing with confidence. With the skilled instruction of Inventor expert and veteran trainer Thom Tremblay, you'll learn Inventor 2009 in the...
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Professional Refactoring in C# & ASP.NET (Wrox Programmer to Programmer)Wrox Press, 2009
Refactoring is an effective way to quickly uncover problematic code and fix it. In this first book to provide a hands-on approach to refactoring in C# and ASP.NET, you'll discover to apply refactoring techniques to manage and modify your code. Plus, you'll learn how to build a prototype application from scratch and discover how to refactor the...
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Blueprints Visual Scripting for Unreal EnginePackt Publishing, 2015

	Build professional 3D games with Unreal Engine 4's Visual Scripting system


	About This Book

	
		Take your game designs from inspiration to a fully playable game that you can share with the world, without writing a single line of code.
	
		Learn to use visual scripting to develop gameplay...
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Beginning Windows Mixed Reality Programming: For HoloLens and Mixed Reality HeadsetsApress, 2017

	Develop applications and experiences for Microsoft’s HoloLens and other Windows mixed reality devices. This easy-to-follow guide removes the mystery behind creating amazing augmented reality experiences. Mixed reality development tools and resources are provided.


	Beginning Windows Mixed Reality...
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Windows Server 2008 UnleashedSams Publishing, 2008
Windows Server 2008 Unleashed covers the planning, design, prototype testing, implementation, migration, administration, and support of a Windows 2008 and Active Directory environment, based on more than three and a half years of early adopter experience in full production environments. This book addresses not only what is new with Windows...
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Practical Ajax Projects with Java TechnologyApress, 2006
If you're a Java developer already versed in Ajax-style programming, and you want to take your knowledge to the next level, then this is the book for you. Practical Ajax Projects with Java Technology provides the ultimate learn-by-example experience, featuring seven complete example applications for you to learn from and then adapt for...
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The World of Scripting Languages (Worldwide Series in Computer Science)John Wiley & Sons, 2000

	Programming Languages/Web Programming The World of Scripting Languages David Barron The explosive growth of Internet applications has seen a corresponding growth in the use and development of scripting languages. Their power and flexibility enables even nonexpert programmers to prototype graphical user interfaces more rapidly, end to develop...
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IT Project Management HandbookManagement Concepts, 2001
Now you can manage IT projects quickly, easily, on time, and on budget!
IT project management has developed into a complex process with a broader scope of responsibilities than ever before. Here is the newest and most comprehensive book to offer winning insights and strategies on how to manage every step of the process. Written by two of this...
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